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1. Fourth Industrial Revolution.
A fundamental change in the way we live, work and relate to one another.
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Sources:
1 Mondern Restaurant (2019)
2 Wired (2019)
3 Statista (2019)

4 Forbes (2019)
5 Gartner (2019)
6 Restaurant Business (2019)

Internet of Things (IoT):
Automated system of intra-connected devices, 
machines and objects with the ability to 
communicate over a network, without requiring 
any human interaction. Making any device 
“smart”, from sensors to smartphones and 
wearables to any “thing”. The real value is in 
gathering the data, analyzing it and creating an 
action1-2. See how it works.

#1   Internet
         of Things.

According to Gartner, by going digital F&B 
companies could improve their efficiency and 
create 15% in annual cost savings by 2020 with 
the use of smart appliances5. 73% of restaurant 
operators believe that IoT gives them a 
competitive advantage and helps increase their 
profitability1. 

IoT recipe for restaurants: sensors, a gateway to 
gather data, a platform to analyse the data and 
an app to receive the actionable data.

The Internet of Things market, also known as the 
Digital Transformation, is expected to grow to $1.6 
trillion with over 38 billion connected devices by 
20253. 

A connected kitchen.

A restaurant in Dubai tested smart kitchen and refrigerators which helped to manage their food more 
efficiently, reducing 40% of their operational costs. 44% of F&B companies would like to add “smart” back 
of house equipment6. Read more on the key elements for a connected kitchen.
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Companies who digitally transformed are 26% 
more profitable than their competitors4. 

4

Source: Accenture, 2019

https://iotbusinessnews.com/2019/08/21/99700-semtechs-lora-devices-prevent-food-waste-in-restaurants/
https://www.journalijdr.com/sites/default/files/issue-pdf/13862.pdf
https://youtu.be/QSIPNhOiMoE
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#2  A-Restaurants.

By 2025, the food and beverage industry is 
expected to invest more than $500 million worth in 
robot technology and the global food automation 
market is estimated to reach $14 billion8-9. 

A-Restaurants:
Automated restaurants where you apply 
technology to optimize the efficiency of 
certain tasks by reducing or removing human 
interaction and involvement7. 

Convenience has become a top driver for guests. 
55% of millennials say they not only expect a 
simplified experience, but they also presume 
restaurants will be intuitive and provide automated 
solutions where they need it, they want seamless 
experiences10. 

Enhance the value proposition, save costs, optimise 
the control of quality and gain a competitive 
advantage in speed and efficiency by leveraging 
automated technology in your restaurant7-9. 

Automation can remove the boring tasks and enable your 
employees to have better jobs that are more creative, social 
and rewarding. The staff will feel empowered to better 
serve your guests by streamlining operations that can be 
automated to deliver true value. Learn more about the four 
fundamentals of an automated work environment11.

Faster experiences result in more customers per day, 
meaning higher revenue.

AUTOMATION PROCESS.

4th Industrial 
Revolution
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Front of House Back of House Automated Delivery

Creator is the first fully automated kitchen robot for 
burgers, requiring no human intervention apart from 

pushing a button. It offers absolute precision, freshness 
and the transparency the customers are demanding 

for a  $6 burger made in less than 5 minutes. In one hour, 
Creator can cook up to 4,000 burgers.

Learn from 5 top automated restaurants how to integrate 
automation into your services. 

The burger machine.

Source: Eat App, 2019

Sources:
7 Modern Restaurant 
Management (2019) 
8 Eat App (2019)

9 World Economic Forum (2019)
10 ASF (2019)
11 McKinsey & Company (2016)
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#3  Geofencing.

Geofencing:
Track your guests in real-time through 
bluetooth or the app to create a seamless 
customer experience12.

Location intelligence: 

Target existing and new customers based 
on their location13.

Marketing Campaigns.

Geofencing location can identify potential guests and reach back to 
the lost ones, increasing the brand’s awareness and  inciting higher 
customer engagement which ultimately strengthens the customer 
loyalty and improves the customer experience. The location intelligence 
helps restaurants understand their guests’ behaviour patterns, and 
measure their degrees of loyalty14-15. 

Burger King has proven to be creative using location-based marketing  
to gain market share by sending a message to the right consumers 
at the right time. All guests that were “at” (within 600 feet of) of a 
McDonald’s could receive a digital coupon for 1 cent BK Whopper16. 

Ordering Experience.

Geofencing location can efficiently streamline 
the delivery experience for guests, optimizing 
order accuracy while saving. Tracking the 
guests can help restaurants comprehend 
how to better target their customers, to 
trigger alerts to the BoH notifying the real-time 
location of the guests and predicting its time 
of arrival. Guests can benefit from receiving 
reminders with a time frame in which to pick 
up an ordered item. This ensures that the food 
is hot and ready by the time the guest arrives 
at the restaurant14-15.

45% of operators who offer Geofencing location...

50% of operators who offer Location intelligence...

Note a positive impact on business 
and customer experience.

Give control to your guests.

The Fast Fine Group created a new concept, V restaurants, in 
Los Angeles and Malmö. Order at the bar, get your GPS card 

and your drinks, sit where you want and the food will find you!

Enjoy the freedom to sit wherever you want as the card 
integrates a geofencing location.

• Build customer loyalty.

• Increase sales with lower 
marketing budget.

• Better understanding of your 
customers.B

en
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• Encourage app downloads.

• Market specific knowledge. 

• Immediate action.

• Better targeting.

• Use contextual information to 
your advantage.
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Source: RestoConnection, 2018

Sources:
12 CIO (2017)
13Gravy Analytics (2019)
14 QSR Magazine (2019)

15 RestoConnection (2018)
16 Tony Hymes (2019)
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#4  Blockchain.

Blockchain: 
Blocks of information that act as a digital public 
ledger using cryptography, making it virtually 
impossible to edit and falsify information17. 

Transparency & Trust. 

Supply Chain Management.

Loyalty Programs.

From farm to cup.

Starbucks is tracing the journey of its coffee from farm 
to cup connecting consumers and producers through a 

mobile app showing the entire process. The transparency 
is powered by Microsoft Azure Blockchain Service 

QR code.

Taranta in Boston draws the QR code in squid ink so 
customers can “scan” the meal and get all the information 
about their dish’s ingredients, how it was made and videos 

about the story of the meal.

Food tracking.

Ripe is leveraging blockchain to transform the food 
business models to help brands build integrity, 

transparency ,security and better food for all. 

Guests are more conscientious  and careful about 
which brands they spend their money on. They 
demand information to be available at their fingertips.

73% of diners believe transparency and trust are 
more important than price and 65% of millennials 
said that knowing the origin of their food is important 
to them18-19. 

It is one of the keys to success for restaurants as it 
encourages customers to emotionally connect to 
the brand. You can validate the authenticity of the 
food and ensure food safety,  which  increases the 
motivation, the promotion and trust of the guests20. 

Restaurants need to monitor every step of the food 
supply chain to prevent issues such as foodborne 
illnesses, counterfeit products, possible lawsuits and 
food waste17.

Blockchain helps track your supply chain in real-time 
for better inventory management, streamlined 
operations, better food traceability, reduced food 
waste and contamination. Transparency is also a 
powerful business driver for increased trust from 
investors21.

SynchroLife, a crypto-economy based restaurant 
platform, that offers token cash-back rewards 
in exchange for reviews. This could be the next 
digital wallet for guests at restaurants in the future. 
SyncroLife is available in 155 countries and  has 
attracted over 170,000 restaurant reviews since 2016.

“Blockchain could become the equivalent of fedex 

tracking for food.” 

Frank Yiannas, Walmart Vp Of Food Safety 

In fact, 40% of diners would switch from their 
preferred brand to a brand with more transparency18.   

4th Industrial 
Revolution

Sources:
17 Disruptor Daily (2018)
18 Inc (2019)
19 Food Navigator (2018)

20 Food and Health Survey  (2019)
21 Restaurant Dive (2019)
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https://synchrolife.org/
https://news.microsoft.com/transform/starbucks-turns-to-technology-to-brew-up-a-more-personal-connection-with-its-customers/
https://www.foxbusiness.com/features/small-businesses-using-qr-codes-to-engage-customers
https://www.ripe.io/
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#5  3D Food Printing.

Merging 3D printing with digital gastronomy to reinvent food manufacturing with different 
shapes, colors, flavors, textures and even nutritional value22.

The 3D food printing market is expected to grow at a CAGR of 50% until 2024 reaching $400 
million23. Europe dominates the market due to the fast adoption of the technology by consumers.

The 3D food printing technology provides a solution for the growing demand for customizable 
food and the increase focus on health and the environment. It could be used to  develop 
alternative ingredients and new flavours with the exact nutritional value desired,  in very complex 
shapes, with little effort24. 

3D food printing could also make traditionally unapetizing ingredients such as insects and food 
waste more appealing. The possibilities are endless25.

3D Food Printing: 

Gelatinizing Agent Cartridge:
The foundation is created by 
mixing water with a gel agent.

Double Boiler/Stirrer:
Each cartridge is processed to 
make it uniform.

Cooling Fan:
The cooling fan solidifies the 
gel to print raw materials.

Miniscule Cube Fabricator

Robotic Arm Output Nozzle

Sushi Singularity is opening in 2020 in Tokyo, revolutionizing the art of 
sushi by combining 3D printing and DNA tailoring. 

50 Shapes of Pasta.

Barilla will launch an e-commerce platform to order customised 3D printed pasta 
with BlueRhapsody.  
 
See how 4 restaurants have already implemented 3D food printing in their concept. 

4th Industrial 
Revolution

Source: Salmon Business, 2019

Sources:
22 Consumer Technology Association (2019) 
23 Mordor Intelligence (2019)

24 3D Native (2019)
25 Flat World Solutions (2019)
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https://thespoon.tech/barilla-backed-blurhapsody-to-launch-3d-pasta-printing-e-commerce-service-in-2019/
https://blurhapsody.com/
https://3dprinting.com/food/4-famous-restaurants-that-use-3d-printers/
https://youtu.be/zNcfQrzMVTc?t=10
https://www.lonelyplanet.com/articles/sushi-singularity-restaurant-tokyo
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2. Experiential Innovation.
Treat your guests to an experience that they will never forget.  

2020  TRENDS IN INNOVATIVE HOSPITALITY



#6  Eatertainment.

Eatertainment: 
A guest experience that involves food and/or beverage dining before, after or during 
other activities26. 

Eatertainment emerged in the early 2000 with the rise of experience economy, a growing trend 
among consumers - especially millenials - who value experience over products27.

+Activities add a differentiator that attracts customers searching for a unique experience.

+ Gain a referral network with $0 costs and no marketing research needed as guests 
crave shareable experiences that they will most likely recommend.

+Activities extend the stay of the customers meaning it will increase their spending on 
food and drinks. 

Put your staff at the heart.
Go the extra mile like Heart to bring the show to 
your guests.

Gamification. 
For a simpler, yet effective form of entertainment, 
turn your menu into a board game just like The 
Royal Cocktail Club.

3 out of 4 diners are 
willing just to have a 
unique experience.

70%  
of diners prefer eatertainment restau-
rants to typical casual dining for group 
occasions.

Did you know? 
“We remember 80% of what 
we personally experience.” 

- Edgar Dale

2020  TRENDS IN INNOVATIVE HOSPITALITY | EXPERIENTIAL INNOVATION
Experiential 
Innovation
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Sources:
27 SevenRooms (2019)

28 Australian Finance News (2018)

Source: Seven Rooms

21% 
are willing to pay more for eatertain-
ment than traditional restaurants.

10

Source: Restaurant Dive, 2019

Source: Restaurant Dive, 2019

Source: ASF, 2019

https://www.heartibiza.com/
https://m.facebook.com/theroyalcocktailclub/?locale2=pt_PT
https://youtu.be/5ecrzfrKmVA?t=2
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#7  Augmented Reality.

Augmented reality: 
An interactive experience with digital 
elements added in the real-world 
environment28.

AR is a Trompe l’oeil display, which is an 
excellent way to connect with distant guests 
and lead to higher customer engagement. 

The global augmented reality market is 
expected to reach about $189 billion by 202529.

Training.

Advertising.

Virtual 3D Food.

Entertainment.

Interact with your food.

Bareburger, in collaboration with Kabaq, created a 
unique experience for the guests where they can 
visualise in 3D their dish directly on their phones.

Hololamp developed the first portable and glass-free 
AR device bringing 3D illusions directly to the real-world.

Back in the Day.

Bottles come to life through the labels and 
tell their stories with  19Crimes.

Once upon a time...

Le Petit Chef by Skullmaping is used in 
more than 50 restaurants, it projects a 3D 

story on your table.

AR can help with with  employee training as 
you offer an effective learning  tool for your 
staff. Your staff will learn 60% faster with 60% 
less materials. Your staff will be able to perform 
task 50% faster while reducing the amount of 
mistakes by 90%30. 

No more confusion or surprises when a 
guest receives their dish. Promote your menu 
through hyper-realistic virtual presentations 
to give them a taste of what they crave. You 
can also inform your guests with a 360 degree 
content with a sensory description about the 
dish. This real-time informed choice facilitates 
the decision making process  and enhances 
the dining experience31.

Bring the branded storytelling to your guests 
and engage with them. Amuse your guests 
with a higher experience.  Research shows 
that virtual entertainment is an additional 
revenue stream for businesses and a way to 
advertise their brand’s identity31. 

Burger King  started a marketing campaign 
encouraging guests to play with their app

everytime they saw advertising from a 
competitor, then virtually “burn” it and receive a 
free whopper for their loyalty.

Sources:
28 Medium (2019)
29 Markets and Markets (2019)

30 Training Magazine (2019)
31 ARPost (2019)
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https://www.designboom.com/technology/burger-king-burn-that-ad-free-whopper-virtual-reality-03-21-2019/
https://page.re-flekt.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Whitepaper-training.pdf
https://www.kabaq.io
https://www.fastcompany.com/3067408/hololamp-puts-3d-objects-on-your-desk-sans-headset
https://www.19crimes.com/
https://digiday.com/social/bareburger-using-ar-snapchat-drive-people-restaurants/
https://lepetitchef.com/
https://youtu.be/KZ3JbvZMzWA?t=1
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Experiential 
innovation

#8  Virtual Reality.

Virtual reality: 
A stimulated experience and environment 
similar to or completely different than 
reality which creates a complete 
immersion of the experience32.

It is estimated that 171 million people will use 
VR in 201933. By 2020, virtual reality will amount 
$30 billion in revenue34. 

The key market drivers are the high investment 
in the market, the efficiency of the study 
training and simulation where VR stimulate a 
sense of touch, smell and height without using 
any valuable inventory32.

The food and beverage industry will use VR 
to increase its customer base and improve 
the customer experience. It is already used 
to provide visual representation of the food 
preparation or the source of production to 
educate consumers, promoting transparency 
and sustainability36. 

Bringing the adventure to you.

Sublimotion in Ibiza is the first restaurant using VR headsets to create 
different scenic visuals, embarking their guests on a virtual world tour 

and a thrilling adventure. They provide a unique gastronomic virtual reality 
experience that touches all 5 senses. Learn more on why Sublimotion is 

using VR to enhance the guest experience. 

GLOBAL VR MARKET. 

CAGR: 4
2,4%

2018 2026

73%
Gen Z are 
interested in VR.

• Clearly show the purpose of your restaurant.

• Immerse and engage with your customers.

• Excite the guests.

• Virtual education of the cooking process and 
food source.

• Create an unforgettable experience.

• Faster staff training without costs.

• Better understanding of the customers with 
motion and optical tracking.

B
en

ef
its

Did you know? 
A 20 minute VR session can record 2 million 
points of data from motion and optical 
tracking36.

Sources:
32 Fortune Business Insights (2019)
33 Meidum (2019)
34 Viar360 (2019)

35 INDVSTRVS (2019) 
36 World Economic Forum (2019)

Source: Fortune Business Insight, 2019; Medium, 2019
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Source: Medium, 2019

https://www.sublimotionibiza.com/
https://youtu.be/xXhGMwftT2Y
https://youtu.be/PoAX52FiDOM?t=2
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3. Hyper-Personalization. 
When hospitality is all about “me”.

2020  TRENDS IN INNOVATIVE HOSPITALITY
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#9  Smart Menus. 
Smart menus, or menus with technology 
components, will optimize the menu 
engineering in real-time and reduce the 
perceived waiting time by up to 35%37. 
Offering smart menus will allow restaurants 
to display a more desirable menu that adapts 
in real-time by integrating Artificial Intelligence 
with factors such as sales, inventory, weather 
conditions, traffic, time of day and events. 

Smart menus are still rare, only 19.3% of QSR 
are offering them, yet 34% of restaurant 
operators wish to adopt an automated menu-
price adjustment38-39. 

 79% of diners are interested in personalized 
menu recommendations40. By combining data 
from your guests’ preferences with all these 
factors, you can spot purchase patterns and 
identify the “hot and  trending” items on the 
menu. You can also suggest additional items 
based on their past purchases.

QSRs such as McDonalds and Taco Bell 
are experimenting with smart menus to 
automatically recommend meals based on 
their passed orders and better personalize the 
customer experience with higher interactivity. 

Menus are combined with data analytics to 
suggest the best combinations according to 
external factors such as weather. In Canada, 
McDonald’s smart menus proved to increase 
sales by 3% to 3.5%41. 

According to Restaurant Drive, smart menus 
can improve drive-thru performance by and 
save QSRs $56.3 million per 2,000 locations40.

2020  TRENDS IN INNOVATIVE HOSPITALITY | HYPER-PERSONALIZATION. 

Sources:
37 Fast Casual (2019)
38 QSR Magazine (2019)
39 Restaurant Business (2019)

40 Restaurant Dive(2019)
41Emerj (2019)

Hyper-
Personalization

Loyalty Programs Personalization

+5%+10-15%

Source: Us Chamber, 2019

Lifetime 

Value

PERSONALIZATION EFFECT.

+ =
Total 
Incremental  
Sales

84% 
of diners trust restaurants with 
their personal data to get a more 
personalized experience. 

Source: Restaurant Dive (2019)
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#10 Facial Recognition.

Facial recognition employs biometric facial identification 
technology to detect and authenticate a person’s identity 
based on their facial traits42. 

Facial Recognition: 

Did you know? 
Facial recognition is better than humans at recognizing if two similar 
faces belong to the same person. 

Emotion Tracking.

Facial recognition detects your guests with the purpose 
of offering a personalized experience and to capture their 
emotions and to understand their perceptions and reactions42. 
Immediate feedback can be taken into consideration to help 
measure and improve customer satisfaction.

Customization.

Implementing facial recognition can simplify and speed up the 
ordering process as it identifies your face, remembers your 
ordering preferences and suggests your favourite menu items. 
This helps enhance customer loyalty44.

Payment.

Selfie & Go, a new concept by BBVA created to speed up checkout times 
by up to 5 minutes with the use of artificial neural networks. It removes the 
need to pay manually and take out your wallet. They already processed 
over 10,000 payments46.

Security. 

Privacy and security are the main issues for facial recognition in terms of 
legislation because you need to obtain the consent of the guests and to 
inform the public on how you are using it47. 

Eat Tracker.

Malibu Poke is using an eat tracker in 
their  self-kiosk to seamlessly remind their 

customers of their past meals with just a 
glance to facilitate the ordering from their 
60,000 possible combinations. Biometric 

technology has helped Malibu Poke to 
effectively retain their customers and 

encourage brand loyalty.
This kind of technology allows Malibu Poke 

to reallocate labor  where it is needed and 
increase the number of orders, while offering 
an enjoyable customer ordering experience.

Service with a Smile.

In 2017, KFC implemented the first kiosk in China 
with facial recognition in collaboration with 

Alipay. Just connect your phone and smile to pay. 
In only 2-3 seconds. 

50% 
of guests want to be recognized 
without giving a name or loyalty card.

OK

Capture face Processes & 
Analyses

Database 
Check up

Identification through 
neuronal networks

System carries out the 
programmed action

The global facial recognition market will reach $7 billion in 2024 
with a CAGR of 16.6% from 201943.

Sources:
42 Medium (2019)
43 Markets and Markets (2019)
44 The Takeout (2019)

46 BBVA (2019)
47 Restaurant Hospitality (2018)

FACIAL RECOGNITION PROCESS.

Source: BBVA, 2019
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Hyper-
Personalization

Source: Oracle (2019)
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https://becominghuman.ai/smart-face-control-how-facial-recognition-changes-different-industries-f03204496eaf
https://hive.news/news/trending-malibu-poke-gets-personal-with-facial-recognition-to-order-and-pay?uid=19295
https://www.bbva.com/en/bbva-launches-facial-recognition-payments/
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#11  DNA Dining.

Genetically tailored meals  that help your 
guests achieve their wellness and lifestyle 
goals with data from DNA testing. Match 
your guest’s unique needs and individual 
tastes to provide an ultra-personalized 
experience48.

The DNA testing market is estimated to 
increase to $340M by 2022, an increase of 
3.6% since 201549.

“Hyper-personalization will become common 
for future foods. Based on DNA, urine and 
intestinal testing, people will each have 
individual health IDs.

This identity is analyzed and nutritional 
matching is performed to match nourishment 
needs with biometrics, thus the person is 
automatically provided with the optimal diet.”50 
- Sushi Singularity

DNA Dining: 
“DNA dining is just the start of food 
personalization.” 

Luisa Fernandez, Marketing Director at Yo! 

Health first.

VitaMojo partnered with DNAfit to offer genetically tailored meals for their customers. 
VitaMojo has more than 9 million combinations of meals where customers can also 
customize pre-made options to suit their needs and cravings. 

In addition to 3D printed sushi. Sushi Singularity also provides a DNA test to identify 
what nutrients the guests might be lacking. 

Ultra 
Personalized

Sources:
48 Bustle (2019)
49 Food Spark (2019)
50 Salmon Business (2019)

2020  TRENDS IN INNOVATIVE HOSPITALITY | HYPER-PERSONALIZATION. 
Hyper-
Personalization

Building your plate from 
scratch.

76% 

Source: Insider Trend, 2018

8%
Do not personalize.

Customizing
pre-made options.

16%

CUSTOMER PREFERENCES.

16

https://blog.vitamojo.com/dna-recommendations-on-the-vita-mojo-menu-8aeb79f1671e
https://www.dnafit.com/us/
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4. Sustainable Hospitality.
Turn your concept into a sustainable brand.

2020  TRENDS IN INNOVATIVE HOSPITALITY



#12 Zero Excess.
According to UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change, we have 12 years to make a change 
and avoid a global climate disaster. 

Single-use plastic is the main driver of the end of 
excess trend as guests realize how “grab-go-throw” 
is  hurting our planet. Zero waste dining is possible, 
and it is going global51.

Would You Try A Cocktail
 Made From Food Scraps?”

Nearly 25%
of food is wasted in hotels and 
restaurants every year.

40 Billion
plastic cutlery pieces are used and 
thrown away each year in the US.

85%
of UK consumers feel fairly to very 
worried about plastic waste.

FOOD WASTE - An Ecosystem for Ingredients.

Providence is a two star Michelin restaurant in Los 
Angeles known for its zero waste ecosystem. The 
concept also extends to the bar where ingredients are 
given a second or a third life. 

For example, the bartender uses the leftover garnishes 
to infuse alcohol. 

45 %

21 %

34%

Did you know? 
The F&B industry is one of the least sustainable 
industries in the world.

Food Preparation
Customer’s Plate
Spoilage

FOOD WASTE 
COMPOSITION.

PLASTIC WASTE - Save plastic, get free toppings.

Just Salad incites their customers to feel good by encouraging them 
to taking a good action for the environment while saving money and 

eating healthy. 

Buy your reusable bowl for $1 and get free toppings 
every time you use it.
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Source: Group Accor, 2019

Source: Sabre Report, 2019

Source:
51 Trend Watching(2019)
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https://www.vox.com/2018/10/8/17948832/climate-change-global-warming-un-ipcc-report
https://www.fastcompany.com/90380672/this-zero-waste-restaurant-generates-literally-no-trash
https://www.justsalad.com/
https://youtu.be/82oWaGRPwaE
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#13 Re-Imagining 
          Sustainability.

It is important to reconsider the restaurant’s 
business model and rethink how to use resources at 
full capacity to reduce excess by following the 5R’s: 
Refuse, Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and Rot. A focus in 
sustainability can reduce costs by 30 percent52.

73% of millennials are willing to pay more for 
sustainable products and services that help 
promote a positive impact on the environment53. 

Edible sachet.

The six week trial of Just Eat with the Ooho sachets was so successful                                        
with “excellent feedback” that it expanded to 10 restaurants in London, reducing 
approximately 40,000 plastic sauce sachets in deliveries. The market for edible packaging 
is estimated to increase by average 6.9 percent every year until 202454. 

It’s a win-win solution. Taking a step in sustainability 
will positively build up the brand’s identity and 
attract new customers while protecting the planet. 
From non-plastic straws to reducing food waste to 
recycling, any action matters. 

Sustainable/Alternative or 

Bio-Degradable Packaging

Alternatives made from peels or 
other by-products of the food 

industry

Edible  

Packaging

Root-To-Stem 

Dining

Tasty Rejects

Restaurants/catering 
working only with 

rejected “ugly” products.

Recovery of Leftovers 

from Restaurants/

Supermarkets & 

Feeding the Poor
Apps to Prevent Food 

Waste 

Recipes for leftlovers. 

Meal planning.

“Too good to go”

Circular Economy

Maximum product 

resource utilization.

Source: European Food Trend Report, 2019

Sources:
52 ChefHero (2019)
53 Inc (2019)
54 Transparency Market Research (2019)
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https://www.intelligentliving.co/amp/ooho-edible-sachets-drinks-condiments-uk
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#14  Hydroponic Greens.

To implement hydroponic greens in your ecosystem 
will offer your customers a “farm-to-fork” products 
with ultimate freshness, consistency, instant 
access and  longer shelf life. 

Hydroponics also helps reduce food waste and loss 
by producing on demand. This will help minimize 
your carbon footprint with lower energy levels 
and remove the need for pesticides, herbicides or 
GMOs56. 

Hydroponic Greens: 
Also known as vertical farming or in-door 
farmshelf, grow plants and vegetables two 
to three times faster using 90% less water for 
higher quality at year-round production55.

Mayor Players Mayor Players in F&B

Going Lokal.

IKEA’s Space 10 brought a pop-up to 
London, LOKAL, with the approach: 

“Delicious ingredients, right where 
they’re grown”.

HYDROPONIC MARKET. Market Size by Region (2018)

GLOBAL HYDROPONIC MARKET.

High
Med
Low

Regional Growth Gates

Source: Mordor Intelligence, 2019

Source: Mordor Intelligence, 2019

Sources:
55 Market Watch (2018)
56 The Telegraph (2018)
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2019 

$25.58 B
2024 

$35.51 B

+6.8% 
CAGR

http://lokal.space10.io/
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#15  Plant-Based Boom.

Burger King and McDonalds now offer vegan burger 
option and other giants such as Nestlé, Unilever, 
Dunkin’ Donuts, Tyson Foods and Kellogg’s are 
developing their own plant meat. Phuture Food 
is developing pork halal substitutes for the asian 
market60.

The potential for plant-based proteins is huge, as 
63% of millennials seek plant-based food and are 
trying to add it to their diet and 57% of diners find 
it somewhat difficult to very difficult to find plant 
based-food in restaurants57-58. It is proven that 
“selective eaters” including vegetarians, flexitarians 
and pescatarians are willing to pay up to 65% more 
for their restaurant meals, making it a profitable 
decision for restaurant operators to consider59. 

Plant Based Proteins: 
Plant protein is a food source of protein which 
is from plants, which include  pulses, tofu, soya, 
tempeh, seitan, nuts, seeds, certain grains and 
even peas56.

PLANT-BASED PROTEIN COMPANIES AND BRANDS. 

The rise of Flexitarians.

Flexitarians are flexible vegetarians, people who 
are conscientious diners with the desire to reduce 
their meat consumption to protect animals, the 
environment and promote their good health. 
However, they do not completely renounce the 
pleasure of consuming meat and eat meat and/or 
fish occasionally61.

Source: Markets and Markets, 2019

Source: European Food Trends, 2019

2019 

$1.44B
2024 

$2.5B

30% 
of the core meat market will become 
plant-based products.

92% 
of plant based meals are consumed          
by the 22 million flexitarians in the UK.

Source: Barclays, 2019; YouGov , 2019

1 out of 5 people say they are “flexitarians”           
or meat reducers” 
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GLOBAL PLANT-BASED MARKET.

Sources:
56 Birdeyes (2019)
57 Restaurant Dive (2019)
58 Food & Health Survey (2019)
59 Plant based News (2019)

Fish

Meat Dairy

Eggs

Snack & Sweets

60 European Food Trends (2019)
58 Food & Healthy Survey (2019)
61 Now to love (2019)

https://techcrunch.com/2019/07/14/phuture-foods-is-creating-a-plant-based-pork-substitute-for-the-asian-market/
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#16  Alternative Proteins.
Insects might be creepy and crawly, but they are surprisingly 
nutritionally-rich with few calories: they contain high fat, 
protein, vitamin, mineral content and prebiotic fiber. They can 
help combat obesity and other related diseases such as gut 
health and digestion62.

Go green with Bugs.

Insect-based food is more environmentally friendly as they 
are a sustainable food source. The production of insect-
based food requires less energy consumption, less land and 
less water as they are cold-blooded with no requirement for 
fertilizer or pesticides and it’s highly efficient to convert feed 
into edible food. The cost efficiency should incite restaurants 
to invest in insect-based food63. 

Did you know? 
40% of people will not eat insects but we 
accidentally eat insects on an daily basis: in beers, 
canned fruit, pasta,  curry powder and so on64…

CRICKET VS CATTLE: AMOUNT TO PRODUCE 1 KG OF MEAT.

CRICKET VS. CATTLE: AMOUNT OF PROTEINS.

+2,100 
Edible insect species

$1,181,6 million 
Global edible market by 2023
+23,8% CAGR from 2018

205g/kg 256g/kgvs.

2 kg 1kg 2 kg 2 kg 2 kg 2 kg 1kgvs.

Only 40% 
can be consumed.

According to The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations, 2 billion people, more than a quarter of the world's 
population, have insect-based food as part of their standard diet.   
Eating insects will be normal in 10 years65.

Source: IFLScience, 2019

Sources:
62 NY Times (2018)
63 IFLScience (2019)

64 CB Insights (2019) 
65 Business Insider (2018,2019)

Source: NY Times (2018), Reuters (2019)
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A crunchy meal.

 A restaurant in Mexico is honoring 
a century-old tradition with insects, 

making it a fine dining.

https://www.finedininglovers.com/article/bugs-plate-mexican-tradition-turns-fine-dining
https://youtu.be/0rPpZt3Lhkc
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#17  Lab-Grown Meat.

The rise of alternative meat was caused by the increasing 
demand for meat, the growing population, concern for animal 
welfare and the environmental impact. 

Lab-Grown Meat: 
Also known as clean meat, in-vitro meat or cell-
cultured meat. It is meat made from self-reproducing 
cells. Therefore it is still an “animal-based” meat, but 
removing the animals from the production chain66.

Did you know? 
Cattle is the second largest source of 
methane emissions globally with 27% 
after fossil fuel (29%) and before waste 
decomposition (23%). If cattle were a 
country, they would have the third largest gas 
emissions after China and USA67.

According to European Food Trends, the meat market in 
2040 will be composed of 40% traditional meat, 35% of lab 
grown meat and 25% of plant-based meat.

Aleph Farms produced the first cell-based steak. A similar 
technology could be applied for other substitutes such as 
dairy, egg and fish. Perfect Day is producing milk from gene 
sequencing and 3D printing raised $24.7 million in funding 
this year. Google is testing shrimps made of specially-
engineered red algae in their cafeteria67. 

Traditional Meat 
Lab Grown

Water Use
(Gallons)

Gas Emissions
(Pounds)

Co2

Land Use
(ft)

Production 
Cost

1799 

324 3.52 

2.62 

12 16 2602 

1.05 

TRADITIONAL MEAT VS LAB GROWN.

CONVENTIONAL MEAT PRODUCTION VS LAB GROWN MEAT.

Animal Based - 2 years

Lab Grown - 3 weeks

Cattle Breading

Tissue taken 
from cattle

Feedlot

Stem cells 
extracted from 

tissue

Transportation

Muscle cells, 
Blood vessels, 
Fat & Support 

cells

Slaughter

3D Tissue 
Formation

Processing

Meat

Meat

Source: CB Insights, 2019

Sources:
66 Barclays (2019)
67 European Food Trends (2019)

CELLULAR AGRICULTURE: COMPANIES AND BRANDS. 

Fish

OtherMeat
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Source: European Food Trends, 2019

Fish

Restaurant of the future.

The first lab-grown meat restaurant will open in 2028 in The 
Netherlands, Bistro In Vitro. The restaurant offers a whole menu of lab 

grown meals:  from vitro fish teppanyaki and see-through sashimi, to 
deer-tuna steak and meat ice-cream. 

https://www.aleph-farms.com/article-example-03/
https://www.digitaltrends.com/cool-tech/perfect-day-vegan-flora-based-dairy/
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/kbk7mn/are-these-insanely-realistic-fake-shrimp-the-future-of-sustainable-seafood
https://bistro-invitro.com/en/welcome-to-bistro-in-vitro/
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5 . The New Norm(al).
Change remains the only constant.

2020  TRENDS IN INNOVATIVE HOSPITALITY



#18  On-Demand 
           Hospitality.

On-demand hospitality:
On-demand staffing is a model where you have the 
flexibility  to supplement your workforce instantly 
through an app68.

On-demand staffing gives you the ability to hire 
temporary employees to fulfill your employment 
needs.  Introduce a flexible labor management to 
offload your workforce and ensure all shifts are 
covered.  Better labor management implies lower 
labor costs with higher efficiency. Fill vacancies only 
when you need it - on a temporary basis69.

The Talent Marketplace.

The app Jitjatjo raised $11 million to pair temporary workers with companies including restaurants. It takes 30 
seconds to register and the machine learning algorithm to anonymously processes information such as job 
preferences, past experiences, talent, history, availability and so on.
Other apps such as Pared and ShiftPixy have also emerged in the market. 

• Employee flexibility.

• Risk reduction for legal responsibility.

• Faster hiring process. 

• Cost effective. 

• Routine tasks. 

• New services. 
B

en
ef

its
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MAIN CHALLENGES FACED BY RESTAURANTS IN 2019

High operation cost Staffing Training staff Retaining staff

52%
51%

 31%
35%

Sources:
68 ShiftPixy (2019)
 69 WePloyApp (2019)
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Source: Shiftpixy, 2019 Source: Finances Online, 2019

https://venturebeat.com/2019/03/21/jitjatjo-raises-11-million-to-match-service-and-hospitality-businesses-with-temp-workers/


#19  Non-Alcoholic Drinks.  
Millennials and younger generations are getting tired of 
drinking alcohol: its expensive, unhealthy and leaves you 
with a hangover. The higher demand for Non- or Low-
Alcoholic Drinks results from the rise in mindful drinking, 
the importance of physical and mental health and well-
being70-71. 

The market is being flooded with alternative non-alcoholic 
drinks from CBD infused drinks and alcohol-free spirits 
to fermented drinks and flavoured mineral waters72. Kin 
Euphoric calls it a drink for “self care after dark”. The idea 
is to experiment with mixology to experience drinks in 
different ways73.

CBD Infused Drinks .

Among CBD products, 77% prefer to consume CBD as a drink. 
The cannabis beverage market is expected to increase the CAGR 
of 14.5% from 2018 to 2026, reaching $5 billion. 

Drinkables Are the New Edibles as CBD infused drinks become 
the fastest growing sectors in cannabis due to the clean 
ingredients and low sugar level72.

“Sober curiosity is a real thing” - CEO of Kin Europhics

CANNABIS DRINKERS VS OTHER TYPES OF DRINKERS.

Wine Drinkers

Biohackers

Beer Drinkers

Gourmets

Cannabis Drinkers

Coffee Drinkers

It’s More Fun Without Alcohol.

The new 
norm(al).

Source: European Food Trends, 2019

Sources:
70 CNN (2019)
71 The Atlantic (2019)
72 European Food Trends (2019)
73 the Guardian (2019)

ALCOHOL COMPANIES INVESTING IN NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS.

Giants such as PepsiCo and Coca Cola are investing 
in wellness drinks with non- or low-alcohol, and even 

cannabis producers to attract the “new health-conscious 
consumers with wellness-focused branding”. AB InBev, 

owner of Budweiser and Corona, pledge to increase no- or 
low- alcohol drinks to 20% of its global beer volumes by the 
end of 202572. Sober bars, that do not serve alchohol, such 

as Getaway and Listen Bar have opened in New York City. 
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-1.6% 
Global Alcohol Consumption in 2018

$1 252.54 billion
Global Non-Alcoholic Beverage Marketin 2024
+4.7% CAGR

Taste

Effect

Enjoyment Experiment

Source: IWSR, 2019; Reports Monitor , 2019

https://gratitudelodge.com/what-is-a-sober-bar/
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2019/04/millennials-sober-sick-of-drinking/586186/
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2019/04/millennials-sober-sick-of-drinking/586186/
http://kineuphorics.com
http://kineuphorics.com
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#20 Cannabis.
Cannabis is at the top of the National Restaurant Association’s 
2019 What’s Hot Culinary survey. The rise of cannabis food and 
drinks have mainly hit the US market but it’s slowly going global74. 

Despite the complex regulations, chefs see cannabis as an 
opportunity to shape new flavors and experiences, not to get 
high but to extract the health benefits from CBD which can treat 
insomnia, anxiety, seizures and pain.

$5 billion CBD market by 2019

+$20 billion CBD sales by 2024 in the US 

$2,207.16 billion Global CBD Market in 2026
+125,58% CAGR from 2019

3 out of 4 chefs CBD and cannabis infused 
food as hot trend in 201975.

Cannabis Glossary:

Cannabis/Hemp: genus of plant in the 
family Cannabaceae.

Marijuana/Weed/Pot/Ganja: the dried 
flowers and leaves of the female cannabis 
plant.

Cannabinoids: the chemical ingredients of 
Cannabis including CBD and THC. 

CBD (Cannabidiol): a non-psychoactive 
cannanabinoid renowned for it’s potential 
medicinal properties.

THC (tetrahydrocannabinol): a 
psychoactive cannabainoid, resulting in 
intoxicating effects and that  makes you 
feel high.

Edibles: food infused with Cannabis, most 
commonly CBD.

Drinkables: a sub-category of edibles, 
beverages infused with CBD such as tea, 
coffee, water, soft drinks, beer and wine.

Source: Mordor Intelligence, 2019
Sources:
74 Restaurant Dive (2019)
75 CNBC (2019)

LEGALISATION OF CANNABIS.

“Eat, Drink, Smoke Here”.

Being the best selling brand of Cannabis in California, Lowell Farms was 
the first cannabis café to open its doors. Its menu offer edibles, drinkables, 

infused oil and concentrates to “send you to the moon with joy”.

GLOBAL CANNABIS MARKET.

CAGR: 14
,5%

20242019

Medical      Recreational

Legal        Legal

Illegal        Illegal

Legal        Decriminalized

Legal         Illegal

Source: European Food Trends, 2019

Source: Mordor Intelligence, 2019

Source: Forbes, 2019; Market Watch, 2019

https://www.forbes.com/sites/katieshapiro/2019/10/01/the-first-cannabis-restaurant-in-the-us-has-opened-and-its-a-dream-come-true/#5234c4345da4
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